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QUESTION 1

Which statement about using RMAN stored scripts is true? 

A. To create and execute an RMAN stored script, you must use a recovery catalog. 

B. When executing a stored script and a command fails, the remainder of the script is executed, and a message is
written to the alert log file. 

C. RMAN stored scripts can always be executed against any target database that is registered in the recovery catalog. 

D. When you execute a stored script, it always executes using the persistent channel settings previously set with the
CONFIGURE command. 

Correct Answer: A 

About Stored Scripts 

You can use a stored script as an alternative to a command file for managing frequently used sequences of RMAN
commands. The script is stored in the recovery catalog rather than on the file system. 

Stored scripts can be local or global. A local script is associated with the target database to which RMAN is connected
when the script is created, and can only be executed when you are connected to that target database. A global stored 

script can be run against any database registered in the recovery catalog, if the RMAN client is connected to the
recovery catalog and a target database. 

The commands allowable within the brackets of the CREATE SCRIPT command are the same commands supported
within a RUN block. Any command that is legal within a RUN command is permitted in the stored script. The following 

commands are not legal within stored scripts: 

RUN, @, and @@. 

When specifying a script name, RMAN permits but generally does not require that you use quotes around the name of a
stored script. If the name begins with a digit or is an RMAN reserved word, however, then you must put quotes around 

the name to use it as a stored script name. Consider avoiding stored script names that begin with nonalphabetic
characters or that are the same as RMAN reserved words. 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the following command used to perform incremental level 0 backup: 

RMAN> BACKUP INCREMENTAL LEVEL 0 DATABASE; 

To enable the block change tracking, after the incremental level 0 backup you issued the following command: 

SQL> ALTER DATABASE ENABLE BLOCK CHANGE TRACKING USING FILE \\'/mydir/rman_change_track.f\\'; 

To perform incremental level 1 cumulative backup, you issued the following command: 

RMAN> BACKUP INCREMENTAL LEVEL 1 CUMULATIVE DATABASE; 
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Which two statements are true in the above situation? (Choose two.) 

A. The block change tracking data will be used only from the next incremental 0 backup. 

B. The incremental backup will use change tracking data for accomplishing the backup. 

C. The incremental backup will not use change tracking data for accomplishing the backup. 

D. The block track file will scan all the blocks and create bitmap for all the blocks backed up in the level 0 backup. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to configure the Flashback Database feature and retain flashback logs for three days. Presently base is open
and configured in ARCHIVELOG mode. 

The following steps must be performed in the correct sequence to do this: 

1.Set the retention target: 

SQL> ALTER SYSTEM SET DB_FLASHBACK_RETENTION_TARGET=4320; 

2.Enable Flashback 

Database: 

SQL> ALTER DATABASE FLASHBACK ON; 

3.Mount the database: 

SQL> STARTUP MOUNT EXCLUSIVE 

4.Shutdown the instance: 

SQL> SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE 

5.Open the database: 

SQL> ALTER DATABASE OPEN; Choose the correct sequence. 

A. 4, 1, 3, 2, 5 

B. 4, 3, 1, 2, 5 

C. 2, 4, 3, 5, 1 

D. 4, 2, 5, 3, 1 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement most accurately describes the implementation of a SQL Access Advisor recommendation? 

A. SQL Access Advisor recommendations are automatically implemented. 

B. Individual SQL Access Advisor recommendations can be scheduled for implementation. 

C. All SQL Access Advisor recommendations for a specific task must be implemented at the same time. 

D. SQL Access Advisor recommendations are automatically scheduled for implementation during the maintenance
window. 

E. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: B 

Implementing the SQL Access Advisor Recommendations (link) A SQL Access Advisor recommendation can range
from a simple suggestion to a complex solution that requires partitioning a set of existing base tables and implementing
a set of database objects such as indexes, materialized views, and materialized view logs. You can select the
recommendations for implementation and schedule when the job should be executed. 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the following PL/SQL block: 

DECLARE 

my_plans PLS_INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

my_plans := DBMS_SPM.LOAD_PLANS_FROM_CURSOR_CACHE( sql_id => \\'99twu5t2dn5xd\\'); 

END; 

/ 

Which statement is true about the plan being loaded into the SQL plan baseline by the above command? 

A. It is loaded with the FIXED status. 

B. It is loaded with the ACCEPTED status. 

C. It is not loaded with the ENABLED status. 

D. It is not loaded with the ACCEPTED status. 

Correct Answer: B 

You can create SQL plan baselines by manually loading existing plans for a set of SQL statements as plan baselines.
The database does not verify manually loaded plans for performance, but adds them as accepted plans to existing or
new SQL plan baselines. (Refer to here 15.2.1.2 Creating Baselines from Existing Plans) The DBMS_SPM package
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supports the SQL plan management feature by providing an interface for the DBA or other user to perform controlled
manipulation of plan history and SQL plan baselines maintained for various SQL statements. 

LOAD_PLANS_FROM_CURSOR_CACHE Functions, This function loads one or more plans present in the cursor
cache for a SQL statement, or a set of SQL statements. It has four overloads: using SQL statement text, using SQL
handle, using SQL ID, or using attribute_name and attribute_value pair. 

By default, the parameter of LOAD_PLANS_FROM_CURSOR_CACHE has: 

1.

 fixed = \\'NO\\', means loaded with non-fixed plans. 

2.

 enabled = \\'YES\\', means that it is enabled for use by the optimizer. 

Refer to here for details. 
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